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IMPORTANT UPCOMING DATES
We have two important dates for the community coming up.
Further details will be advised in mid November.

CHILDREN’S CHRISTMAS PARTY
Sunday 8 December 2019 – 2.30pm to 4.45pm at the Community Hall

CHRISTMAS CAROLS

Monday 16 December 2019 – 7.00pm to 8.00pm at the Community Hall

COMMUNITY EMERGENCY HUB
Earlier this year a Hub Activation Exercise was held to let the community know what the Hub was
all about and to enable more people to learn and be involved. It was a most successful event
and everyone who turned up participated. The Wellington Regional Emergency Management
Office (WREMO) representatives were actors setting up a multitude of sudden scenarios while
the residents were assigned Hub roles. About halfway through, the residents roles swapped
amongst themselves to ensure everyone was aware of how the situations may unfold, and how
the Hub should operate during a real situation.
There were information boards, damage-report boards, radio communications, a reception area
and a community space area all set up to try and meet everyone’s needs as they came through
the door (or as the radio reports came in). It was very realistic.
Community Emergency Hubs are being developed to act as a place for the community to
coordinate their efforts to help each other, and link with the emergency operations centre during
and after a disaster. As a community, we need to start valuing our own skills and knowledge.
Between us, we have the ability and strength to support each other. The Hub concept provides
a structure to enable us to realise this.

On 6 October, a familiarisation exercise was held to open the community hall and activate the hub
kit and hub guide provided by WREMO. A practice run was also held of the distribution manifold
for the 25,000 litre emergency water tank to ensure everyone was familiar with its operation.
The manifold is a section of pipe on a stand that has build in ports with six taps to distribute the
water. This is connected to the tank using a special hose and couplings.
A further Hub activation exercise is planned to be held early in the New Year which will enable
more residents to participate in this very important part of the Grenada Village community.

GVCA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

The 41st Annual General Meeting of the Grenada Village
Community Association Inc. is to be held at 7.30pm on
Wednesday 20 November 2019 in the Community Hall, 4
Mandeville Crescent.
An invitation is extended to all residents to attend this meeting.
This will also enable you to catch up on the Association activities
during the past year. We particularly would like to see some
more residents from the northern area of the Village as this is
where the major development is now taking place and we would
like you to share your thoughts with others.
We really appreciate your support, so please come along.
We will be seeking a new Treasurer for the 2019/2020
financial year and this important position needs to be filled at
the AGM. Our current Treasurer has moved out of Grenada
Village but has still filled the role of Treasurer for the past
12 months. If you are able to offer any assistance, please
contact Bruce Patterson (478 4221) for further details.

NEWLANDS FIRE STATION

The Wellington City Council are proposing to upgrade Newlands
Park and the land at 214 Newlands Road on which the Newlands
Volunteer Fire Station is sited will be required by Wellington City
Council as part of that upgrade. As a result, the Newlands
Volunteer Fire Station will be required to be relocated to another
site which is yet to be determined. The Newlands Volunteer
Fire Station is an extremely important and essential emergency
service for the eastern section of northern Wellington. It covers
approximately 16,000 people residing in the rapidly growing
suburbs of Newlands, Woodridge, Paparangi and Grenada
Village. The communities, who are major stakeholders in this
issue, consider that under no circumstances can the existing
fire station be removed from its existing site until Fire and
Emergency New Zealand have a new site fully operational
within the current stations coverage area.

Local Government Official Information and Meetings
Act 1987 (LGOIMA) request to Wellington City Council
covering a number of matters we need clarification on.

NEW DEVELOPMENT

A Resource Consent application has been lodged with the
Wellington City Council to subdivide the flat plateau of land
on the western side of Grenada Drive heading up from the
motorway interchange.
The subdivision will create three commercial allotments, one
balance lot and one road. Access to the site will be via a
single common access point off Grenada Drive.
The allotments created are all usable sites and the
positioning of the road along the western side is to maximise
the possible development options on each site.
Although all of the allotments will be capable of accommodating
a variety of employment services, future uses of the sites will
need further resource consents at which time the suitability of
the amassing of buildings (including their positioning, sizes,
height, and appearance) will all be assessed. This will also
include site landscaping, access and parking.

In 2001/2002 the New Zealand Fire Service (NZFS) as it was at
that time, intended closing this station but due to extreme public
pressure and eventual Government intervention in 2003 (Prime
Minister, Minister of Internal Affairs and the MP for Ohariu - Hon
Peter Dunne), the NZ Fire Service was instructed to reverse
their decision and the station remained. This was, and still is,
a highly contentious issue that cannot be dismissed. Closure
of this fire station would have huge ramifications on the general
public and is totally unacceptable. Since 2003 the population
in the area has increased by more than 4,000 people and
a number of large commercial businesses have since been
established. The argument to retain a fire station in Newlands
not only remains the same, but even more so now.
We have sent an Official Information Act request
(OIA) to Fire and Emergency New Zealand and a

HALL HIRE
The Community Hall is available for hire for various social activities.
Charges levied by the Association are $12.00 per hour for financial
members and $20.00 per hour to non financial members.
No adult private parties are allowed due to the close
proximity of houses, unless agreed under specific arrangements..

For more information contact
Dawn Patterson

Telephone 478 4221

COMMITTEE MEMBERS 2018/2019
Bruce Patterson (Chairman)
Sonia Bellingham (Treasurer)
Paul Emley (Secretary)
Dawn Patterson
William Nobelen
Steven Archer
Susan McFadyen

478 4221
477 1790
478 7044
478 4221
478 1091
478 6352
021 060 8385
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WCC GRANT RECEIVED

We recently received a $1,000 grant from Wellington City
Council for ‘operational support’. The Council has funding
available each year (maximum $1,500) for local resident or
progressive associations to assist with their operational costs.
This grant is to be placed against our general administration
running costs which include stationery, printing, postage,
photocopying, submissions and other miscellaneous items.
We would like to thank the Wellington City Council for this grant.

BUS SERVICE

The new bus network for Wellington has encountered
many difficulties since it was introduced in July last year.
Unfortunately a number of the issues still remain even though
the expected settling-in transition period is well gone. For
many areas the service is still unreliable and a large number
of people have lost confidence in the system.
In respect of Grenada Village, it appears that although we have
had a number of problems, some of which still continue, our
situation overall is much better than that of some other areas
such as the southern and eastern suburbs and Karori.
The new service was promoted as being a simpler, more
practical, more reliable, and a more user-friendly service than
previous. It would carry more people to more places, every day
of the week, with less congestion and fewer delays. We all know
this has not been the case, with it being plagued with problems
that have led to public outrage and demands for strong action
to rectify the situation. On top of this, there is now a substantial
shortage of drivers with Tranzit which has led to a temporary
reduction in a number of scheduled services across the city.
To hopefully overcome this situation, Greater Wellington
Regional Council has seconded a ‘Technical Lead’ to review
the entire bus network design. This person’s background most
recently included leading the restructuring of the Auckland bus
network, but also includes 20 years at GWRC as the Public
Transport Planning Manager in Wellington until 2006. He has
a good depth of understanding the complex issues and was
not involved in the current redesign. His role is restricted to
the network issues such as new routes, changes to routes,
extensions, changes of frequency, transfers, timetables, how
services connect with each other, and new bus stops etc.
As part of this, the second stage of GWRC’s formal review of
the network began on 12 July, and a large number of drop-in
workshops were held in August and September throughout
the city and suburbs. We attended the Johnsonville workshop
and were very pleased at the outcome. We presented all
the issues that we were aware of, some of which we were
advised of by daily commuters, and in due course, a number
were rectified with the others pending further investigation. For
example, due to the driver shortage, from 25 August a number
of peak hour services were cancelled throughout the city. For
Grenada Village, this included the 4.37pm from Courtenay
Place (Lambton Quay 4.49pm) and the 5.35pm from Island
Bay (Lambton Quay 6.10pm). The 4.37pm was re-instated
and we have no morning peak service cancellations.
The following from Metlink relates to why the buses sometimes
either wait at certain stops longer than normal or travel certain
sections rather slower than other times.

Timetable and Travel Times
Through-routing services between Island Bay and Grenada
Village has allowed the positive improvements of extended
hours of service and avoiding transfers. We use travel data
to create our timetables, but travel time variability can be
significant and while the timetable may be appropriate for
busy months, it may result in buses having to wait at quieter
times of the year like during school holidays. This is a tradeoff of trying to provide a timetable that provides predictable
departure times and minimises bus bunching. When buses
get a good run they may have to wait at regulation points to
avoid leaving early and leaving customers behind.
We do agree that some of our timetables could be adjusted
to minimise the need for buses to wait at regulation points,
but unfortunately this requires significant work with the
operator to reschedule the trips and update the timetables.
At the moment the operators are focused on minimising
cancellations, increasing their staff numbers and preparing
for pending changes to meal break legislation. When they
have the resources available, we will look to implement
changes such as this.

PETONE TO GRENADA LINK ROAD

The following was received from NZTA since our last newsletter.
While it has been extensively covered in the media, we thought
we should include it in this issue.
Re-evaluation complete
In September 2018 we updated you on the re-evaluation of
the Petone to Grenada Link Road (P2G) project to align it with
the new priorities set out in the Government Policy Statement
on Land Transport (GPS).
The re-evaluation is now complete. The re-evaluation
found that the need for improved east-west connections
generally aligns with the Government’s priorities, but that the
Petone to Grenada link road in its previously proposed form
may not proceed.
The re-evaluation report recommends that the Transport
Agency further investigates how best to improve resilience,
safety, and east-west transport choice. This means taking a
step back and ensuring other east-west options across the
state highway network (the triangle formed by SH1, SH2 and
SH58) are considered. The timing of this work will depend on
funding availability and other nationwide funding priorities.
A package of short term resilience improvements to the existing
highways was also recommended.
In endorsing the recommendations, the Transport Agency
Board has noted that a link road is required, but funding will
be considered at a later date. The re-evaluation recommended
that construction of an east-west connection be considered for
funding from 2028.
This is disappointing news. Stringing construction out for
a minimum of 10 or more years means yet more ongoing
congestion and never getting ahead of population growth. This
statement says that funding will not be considered till 2028
and then, if finally agreed, the planning begins. When will it
actually be operating?

COMMUNITY HALL

Due to Grenada Village expanding over the last few years
bringing many new residents to the area, we are aware that not
everyone knows the Community Hall in Mandeville Crescent
even exists.

The hall is administered and managed by the GVCA and is used
primarily by local residents for a number of events or social
activities. No adult parties are allowed due to the close proximity
of houses, unless agreed by the administrator under specific
arrangements.
Prime use by residents is for children’s birthday parties, playgroup,
family gatherings and celebrations, meetings, dance class practice,
music lessons, craft groups, study groups, special interest
meetings, personal practice sessions, business training sessions,
Church groups and children’s Christmas parties. We would
estimate that over the course of a year approximately 1,500/2,000
people attend some sort of event in the hall.
The income the GVCA receives from the hall covers the annual
lease to Wellington City Council, insurance, electricity, gas heating,
hall provisions and specific maintenance. Any additional funds
received contribute to the running of the GVCA.
The hall contains 46 chairs, two long tables, two medium length
tables, and two smaller tables. There is a kitchen with stove/oven,
refrigerator, microwave, electric jug, and some crockery and cutlery.
Heating is provided by a modern gas heater.
The cost of hiring the hall is on an hourly basis being $12.00
per hour for current financial members of the Grenada Village
Community Association and $20.00 per hour for non-financial
residents.

BITS & PIECES

Our congratulations to Andy Foster for being elected the Mayor of
Wellington and to Jill Day and Malcolm Sparrow for being re-elected
to the Northern Ward. Our congratulations also to Jenny Condie
for being elected first time to the Ward. We say farewell to Peter

Gilberd and thank him for his contribution and commitment
to Grenada Village and the overall northern ward for the
past three years.
Good to see the council staff recently cutting back excessive
growth overhanging the footpaths. Also, the regular cleaning
out of the kerbside drainage sumps along with the kerbside
sweeper truck and the kerbside weed-spraying team.
The Grenada Village website has recently been updated
although there still remain a few things to be done such as
adding the GVCA newsletters and some new photographs.
The site provides information on the amenities and facilities
available to residents within the suburb and outlines some
of the history and development of the area. The address of
the site is: www.grenadavillage.org.nz.
Our congratulations to William Nobelen who recently received
the 2019 North Wellington Voluntary Service Award. William
has been a committee member of the Grenada Village
Community Association Inc. since October 1999 and his
contribution to community activities has been extensive. He
has been a member of the Rotary Club of Johnsonville for
more than 10 years, serving two terms as President. William
was also appointed a Justice of the Peace in September
2016.
Our congratulations also to Bruce and Dawn Patterson who
in June received the 2019 Absolutely Positively Wellingtonian
Award from the Wellington City Council. This award honours
members of the community who have made an outstanding
and lengthy contribution to the Capital and its people. Bruce
had served on the Grenada Village Community Association
committee for 28 years, nearly all that time as Chairman,
while Dawn has been on the committee for 29 years.

AFFORDABLE FUNERAL DIRECTORS (WELLINGTON) LTD.
Phone: 0800 333 309
Delivering complete funeral care and memorial work to all suburbs
in Greater Wellington at truly affordable rates

P O Box 50347, Porirua

Contact Hydrospec for all your plumbing needs!
*Maintenance * Hot Water Cylinders * Renovations * Gas Hot Water * New
Plumbing * Roof Repairs * Drain Unblocking * Drain Repairs * Spouting
* Gutter Cleaning
No Obligation Quotes

021 224 6237

Email: william@funeralsupport.co.nz

Fax: (04) 478 1091

PIANO & KEYBOARD LESSONS

Anne Megget is a qualified and experienced piano teacher
in Grenada Village. Lessons cost $30 for 30 minutes.
Shorter lessons in your own home can be arrranged.

hydrospecplumbing@gmail.com
William Yip proud sponsor of Grenada Village Neighbours Day signs

Email: ammegget@gmail.com
text 022 600 4291 or call 478 8573

